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Jeni's Splendid Ice Creams at Home
“Propulsive. . . . Highly enjoyable. . . . It sets up a
sequel, one that I very much look forward to reading.”
—The New York Times Book Review A fresh, smart,
and fast-paced revenge thriller about a college
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basketball player who discovers shocking truths about
his family in the wake of his father’s murder Victor Li
is devastated by his father’s murder, and shocked by
a confessional letter he finds among his father’s
things. In it, his father admits that he was never just a
restaurateur—in fact he was part of a vast
international crime syndicate that formed during
China’s leanest communist years. Victor travels to
Beijing, where he navigates his father’s secret
criminal life, confronting decades-old grudges, violent
spats, and a shocking new enterprise that the
organization wants to undertake. Standing up against
it is likely what got his father killed, but Victor
remains undeterred. He enlists his growing network of
allies and friends to finish what his father started, no
matter the costs.

Ready for Dessert
More than 75 recipes for fruit-forward ice creams,
sorbets, and granitas--all made with fresh, natural,
minimally processed ingredients--and 85 photographs
in a bold, stunning design, from the creator of the
beloved London-based brand, La Grotta Ices. Craft ice
creams are all the rage, with new indie producers
breaking the rules by creating very unusual,
exceptionally delicious flavor combinations. La Grotta
Ices is changing our expectations when it comes to
these cravable cold treats. The 47 ice creams and 28
sorbets and grantitas are fruit-focused--the best
produce goes into the ice cream and sorbet bases to
ensure the purest taste of the fruit shines through.
And when combined with unexpected herbs and other
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mix-ins, the results are eye-opening: Rhubarb and
Angelica; Guava and Lemon Leaf; White Grapefruit
and Pale Ale; Tomato and White Peach; Raspberry
and Sage; Chocolate and Caper. The recipes in La
Grotta will utterly surprise and inspire home cooks to
explore homemade ice cream in bold new ways.

The Great Book of Chocolate
‘Ice-cream is exquisite – what a pity it isn’t illegal.’
VOLTAIRE Since opening in Sydney in 2002 Gelato
Messina has set the benchmark for gelato in Australia.
Their aim is simple: to create the best ice cream using
only the freshest ingredients and to make everything
from scratch. Gelato Messina take their gelato
seriously, and the results can be seen in the fabulous
and crazy creations that are displayed in their shop
window every day. Gelato Messina, the book, provides
detailed instructions for creating the best possible
gelato, with a comprehensive ‘basics’ section,
covering core ingredients, balancing and composition,
and equipment and method, which will radically
change the way you think about making gelato. The
recipes – which include instructions for both domestic
and professional methods – feature gelatos made
from traditional cream, yoghurt or dairy-free fruit
bases, with flavours ranging from the more traditional
– such as Fior di Latte, Salted Caramel, Pistachio,
Chocolate and lemon – to the playful and innovative
styles – such as Baklava; Elvis, the Fat Years; Rosso
Antico and Marmalade; Apple Pie; Prosciutto e
Melone; and Nacho Libre – that made this Sydney
establishment so famous. Gelato Messina isn’t just
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different, it’s out of this world. ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nick Palumbo’s family hail from Messina in Sicily.
After making gelato out of a factory under the name
Gelativo, Nick decided to open a small gelato shop in
Sydney’s Darlinghurst. Once the individual flavours
had been perfected, Nick and his team went on to
invent the elaborate and wonderful flavour creations
that his store is now so famous for. In 2011 he opened
an ice cream lab, which is responsible for the ice
cream works of art and single serve cakes that fill
Gelato Messina’s shop windows. Nick is also the
official chef for the Carpigiani Gelato University in
Australia and New Zealand, in addition to holding
tasting classes at his Sydney shop.

Sweet Spot
A compact connoisseur's guide, with recipes, to
today's cutting-edge array of chocolates and
chocolate makers from former Chez Panisse pastry
chef David Lebovitz. In this compact volume, David
Lebovitz gives a succinct cacao botany lesson,
explains the process of chocolate making, runs
through chocolate terminology and types, presents
information on health benefits, offers an evaluating
and buying primer, profiles the world's top chocolate
makers and chocolatiers (with a whole chapter
dedicated to Paris alone!), and shares dozens of littleknown factoids in sidebars throughout the book. The
Great Book of Chocolate includes more than 50
location and food photographs, and features more
than 30 of Lebovitz's favorite chocolate recipes‚ from
Black-Bottom Cupcakes to Homemade Rocky Road
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Candy, Orange and Rum Chocolate Mousse Cake to
Double Chocolate Chip Espresso Cookies. His
extensive resource section (with websites for
international ordering) can bring the world's best
chocolate to every door. A self-avowed chocoholic,
Lebovitz nibbles chocolate every day‚ and with The
Great Book of Chocolate in hand, he figures the rest
of us will too.

Hello, My Name Is Ice Cream
Ripe seasonal fruits. Fragrant vanilla, toasted nuts,
and spices. Heavy cream and bright liqueurs.
Chocolate, chocolate, and more chocolate. Every
luscious flavor imaginable is grist for the chill in The
Perfect Scoop, pastry chef David Lebovitz’s gorgeous
guide to the pleasures of homemade ice creams,
sorbets, granitas, and more. With an emphasis on
intense and sophisticated flavors and a bountiful
helping of the author’s expert techniques, this
collection of frozen treats ranges from classic
(Chocolate Sorbet) to comforting (Tin Roof Ice
Cream), contemporary (Mojito Granita) to cutting
edge (Pear-Pecorino Ice Cream), and features an
arsenal of sauces, toppings, mix-ins, and
accompaniments (such as Lemon Caramel Sauce,
Peanut Brittle, and Profiteroles) capable of turning
simple ice cream into perfect scoops of pure delight.
From the Hardcover edition.

Williams-Sonoma Collection: Ice Cream
Presents a compendium of recipes for desserts,
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including cakes, pies, tarts, fruit desserts, custards,
soufflâes, puddings, frozen treats, cookies, and
candies, in addition to providing serving and storage
advice.

The Perfect Scoop, Revised and Updated
A collection of delicious and flavorful frozen treats
made from simple, natural ingredients easily found in
most pantries from Brooklyn’s beloved and wildly
popular ice cream emporium. The Van Leeuwen
Artisan Ice Cream Book includes ice cream recipes for
every palate and season, from beloved favorites like
Vanilla to adventurous treats inspired by a host of
international culinary influences, such as Masala Chai
with Black Peppercorns and Apple Crumble with
Calvados and Crème Fraîche. Each recipe—from the
classic to the unexpected, from the simple to the
advanced—features intense natural flavors, low
sugar, and the best ingredients available. Determined
to revive traditional ice cream making using only
whole ingredients sourced from the finest small
producers, Ben, Pete, and Laura opened their ice
cream business in Greenpoint, Brooklyn, with little
more than a pair of buttercup yellow trucks. In less
than a decade, they’ve become a nationally
recognized name while remaining steadfast to their
commitment of bringing ice cream back to the basics:
creating rich flavors using real ingredients. Richly
illustrated, told in a whimsical style, and filled with
invaluable, easy-to-follow techniques and tips for
making old-fashioned ice cream at home, The Van
Leeuwen Artisan Ice Cream Book includes captivating
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stories—and an explanation of the basic science
behind these delicious creations. Enjoy these
irresistible artisanal delights anytime—The Van
Leeuwen Ice Cream Book shows you how.

Ice Cream!
For anyone wanting to feel fantastic without giving up
taste, improve their health dramatically, and lose
body-fat, this cookbook is crammed with scrumptious
ice cream recipes that will help in the quest for
improved wellness and increased fat-loss goals. Carrie
Brown busted out a legion of ice cream churners to
bring you 52 fantastic ice cream recipes + 19 mix-ins
to rock your KETO tastebuds and bring total food
enlightenment to your low carb lifestyle. You no
longer have to go without your favorite premium ice
creams in order to be healthy. Recipes that require
minimal prep. Ice creams that scoop and taste better
than Premium regular brands. Simple recipes that the
least experienced cook can follow and get great
results. All the basic tenants of KETO: no grains,
gluten, sugars, starches, soy, or industrialized
processed vegetable and seed oils. Ingredients that
are very low- or no-carb, and / or are low on the
glycemic index. Delicious recipes that no one will
know were created for a 'special' diet or lifestyle. 52
different flavors for every palate to save the time and
frustration of searching for recipes online that you
don't know will work, and don't know will be delicious.
Flavors include: Double Cherry Choc Chunk You Had
Me At Hazelnut You're Bacon Me Crazy Butterscotch
Bling Boy Howdy Blueberry Boom! Boom! Basil Sassy
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Goat Immortal Avocado Frozen Mocha Cocoa Fudge
Cheesecake Maple Bacon Crack Nutty Mud Puddle
Banana Cream Pie Dirty Hippie Cranberry
Schmanberry Bubblegum Bliss Ballistic Coffee
Lavender Caramel Surprise Triple X Zone Apple Pie a
la Mode Kept In The Dark Chocolate All The Beans
Butter Me Up Pecan Mind-Blown Blackberry Pistachio
Rose Developed for awesome people following any of
thefollowing lifestyles: KETO, LCHF, LowCarb, SANE,
Paleo, Wheat Belly, Banting, Primal,Wild Diet, Clean
Eating, weight-loss, gluten-free, grain-free, sugar-free,
egg-free, diabetic, andother real-food dietary
lifestyles! All recipes are free of sugar, grains,gluten,
eggs, and soy. Most can be easily modified to
accommodate folks who are dairy-free. Safe for
Diabetics. For more lip-smacking recipes and all of
Carrie's cookbooks, visit
www.ketovangelistkitchen.com Foreword by Brian
Williamson, Ketovangelist and Author of The KETO
Diet - A Beginner's Guide. Because he's AWESOME.

Scoop
Home-made ice cream recipes that capture the
flavors you remember and the artisanal flair of
today's boutique creators? Scoop is a photo-packed
guide to making and enjoying ice cream right at
home. Scoop reinterprets more than 150 classic
recipes for home-made treats, carefully constructed
for use with today's most popular freezers. Including a
celebratory introduction, take a tour through Vanilla
with Verve For the Love of Chocolate For the Kick of
Coffee Lighter Fruity Freezes Laced with Liquor And so
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much more including gelatos, sorbets, and toppings In
addition, fascinating profiles throughout Scoop
introduce the ice cream connoisseur to two dozen of
today's best artisan dairies and shops -- their histories
and their best treats -- all with mouth-watering
photographs to inspire your own creativity.

Ice Creams, Sorbets and Gelati
The KETO Ice Cream Scoop
Scoop the Ice Cream Truck has seen a lot of summers
selling his vanilla ice cream cones across the city. But
he’s getting old, and the new trucks are getting
fancier. Now they have waffle cones, jumbo sundaes,
flash frozen ice cream, twenty-seven flavors and six
special toppings. Feeling like he’s fallen behind,
Scoop decides that it’s time for a redesign. But when
his old frame can’t handle the new upgrades, can
Scoop discover his own value and find the right spot
to sell his vanilla cones?

Bi-Rite Creamery's Sweet Cream & Sugar
Cones
Nothing beats homemade ice cream, and making it
from scratch is a charming summertime tradition
whose time has come again. Ice Creams & Sorbets
offers nearly 50 recipes for simple and sophisticated
frozen desserts: old-fashioned classics such as vanilla
bean, strawberry, and bittersweet chocolate;
contemporary delights such as Lavender-Honey Ice
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Cream and Lemongrass-Wine Ice; and sinfully
exquisite treats like White Chocolate-Framboise
Truffle Gelato. With handy ingredient guides, serving
tips, and the rundown on how to select and use ice
cream makers, this fabulous book is a recipe for
delicious new-fashioned fun.

La Grotta
My name is Ree. Some folks know me as The Pioneer
Woman. After years of living in Los Angeles, I made a
pit stop in my hometown in Oklahoma on the way to a
new, exciting life in Chicago. It was during my stay at
home that I met Marlboro Man, a mysterious cowboy
with steely blue eyes and a muscular, work-honed
body. A strict vegetarian, I fell hard and fast, and
before I knew it we were married and living on his
ranch in the middle of nowhere, taking care of
animals, and managing a brood of four young
children. I had no idea how I'd wound up there, but I
knew it was exactly where I belonged. The Pioneer
Woman Cooks is a homespun collection of
photography, rural stories, and scrumptious recipes
that have defined my experience in the country. I
share many of the delicious cowboy-tested recipes
I've learned to make during my years as an accidental
ranch wife—including Rib-Eye Steak with Whiskey
Cream Sauce, Lasagna, Fried Chicken, Patsy's
Blackberry Cobbler, and Cinnamon Rolls—not to
mention several "cowgirl-friendly" dishes, such as
Sherried Tomato Soup, Olive Cheese Bread, and
CrÈme BrÛlÉe. I show my recipes in full color, step-bystep detail, so it's as easy as pie to follow along. You'll
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also find colorful images of rural life: cows, horses,
country kids, and plenty of chaps-wearing cowboys. I
hope you get a kick out of this book of mine. I hope it
makes you smile. I hope the recipes bring you
recognition, accolades, and marriage proposals. And I
hope it encourages even the most harried urban cook
to slow down, relish the joys of family, nature, and
great food, and enjoy life.

Ice Cream Made Easy
"A chef buys an apartment in Paris and endures the
headaches and excitement of renovating his own
corner of paradise in the City of Light"--

Ice Cream Recipe Book
Nothing beats delicious artisanal ice cream, and this
bite-sized book is full of highly doable recipes that can
be made in a $50 home-cook-friendly ice cream
machine. The craveable ice creams and frozen
yogurts favorites include strawberry, pistachio, and
vanilla but also creative combinations like Farmstead
Cheese and Guava Jam Ice Cream and Wild Berry
Lavender Ice Cream. Mix and match them into
sundaes decked with crunchy “gravels” (delicious
crumbly toppings), syrups, and more to create an
unforgettable sweets experience. From Graham
Cracker Ice Cream to Baked Rhubarb Frozen Yogurt to
the One Night in Bangkok Sundae, these
recipes—adapted from Jeni Britton Bauer’s Jeni’s
Splendid Ice Creams at Home and Jeni’s Splendid Ice
Cream Desserts—make up a must-have collection of
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decadent desserts.

The Science of Ice Cream
Whether it’s on a warm sunny day or just after a long
day of school or work, ice cream is the perfect treat
and dessert option, no matter the occasion. Did you
know you can make creamy, delicious ice cream right
in the comfort of your home without an ice cream
machine? Throw out the idea that you need to spend
time in supermarket or store to possibly fix your ice
cream need – because let’s face it; the likelihood that
your favourite flavour will be out of stock is quite
high. You can enjoy classic vanilla ice cream (also a
dairy free version) with your favourite toppings, make
your own caramel sauce and even homemade ice
cream cones in your kitchen. All you need is this book,
a little time and some creativity. You don’t even need
an ice cream maker.

Big Gay Ice Cream
Make Ice Cream From the Best Creameries in the
Country In the Comfort of Your Own Kitchen! What if
you could have the greatest ice cream flavors from
any of the 50 states in your kitchen? With Scoop
Adventures by Lindsay Clendaniel, you'll have the
recipes from the best shops in New York, Maryland,
Illinois, Hawaii and everywhere in between. Lindsay
Clendaniel, creator of Scoop Adventures, has found
the best creameries from across the country and
adapted their authentic recipes so you can make
them in your own ice cream maker for your friends
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and family. These easy and delicious recipes include:
Chipotle Raspberry Nebraska Sweet Corn Banana
Pudding Rosemary Honey Walnut Prickly Pear
Coconut Red Velvet Lavender Caramel Swirl Pumpkin
Ale Apple Butter Rummy Pecan With over 80 recipes
from all over the US, tried and tested for your kitchen,
there is sure to be a flavor for every mood and every
taste preference. With the stories behind the flavors,
colorful photos of the shops and most importantly,
tasty and one-of-a-kind recipes, you'll have
everything you need to scoop your way across
America's best flavors.

The Perfect Scoop
The Big Ice Cream Recipe Book
The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely
popular food blog Minimalist Baker, featuring 101 allnew simple, vegan recipes that all require 10
ingredients or less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or
less to prepare Dana Shultz founded the Minimalist
Baker blog in 2012 to share her passion for simple
cooking and quickly gained a devoted worldwide
following. Now, in this long-awaited debut cookbook,
Dana shares 101 vibrant, simple recipes that are
entirely plant-based, mostly gluten-free, and 100%
delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography, this
practical but inspiring cookbook includes: • Recipes
that each require 10 ingredients or less, can be made
in one bowl, or require 30 minutes or less to prepare.
• Delicious options for hearty entrées, easy sides,
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nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on
the table in a snap • Essential plant-based pantry and
equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes
with standard and metric ingredient measurements
Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking is a totally nofuss approach to cooking for anyone who loves
delicious food that happens to be healthy too.

Ice Cream Recipe Book
A collection of stories and 100 sweet and savory
French-inspired recipes from popular food blogger
David Lebovitz, reflecting the way Parisians eat today
and featuring lush photography taken around Paris
and in David's Parisian kitchen. In 2004, David
Lebovitz packed up his most treasured cookbooks, a
well-worn cast-iron skillet, and his laptop and moved
to Paris. In that time, the culinary culture of France
has shifted as a new generation of chefs and home
cooks—most notably in Paris—incorporates
ingredients and techniques from around the world
into traditional French dishes. In My Paris Kitchen,
David remasters the classics, introduces lesser-known
fare, and presents 100 sweet and savory recipes that
reflect the way modern Parisians eat today. You’ll find
Soupe à l’oignon, Cassoulet, Coq au vin, and Croquemonsieur, as well as Smoky barbecue-style pork,
Lamb shank tagine, Dukkah-roasted cauliflower, Salt
cod fritters with tartar sauce, and Wheat berry salad
with radicchio, root vegetables, and pomegranate.
And of course, there’s dessert: Warm chocolate cake
with salted butter caramel sauce, Duck fat cookies,
Bay leaf poundcake with orange glaze, French
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cheesecakeand the list goes on. David also shares
stories told with his trademark wit and humor, and
lush photography taken on location around Paris and
in David’s kitchen reveals the quirks, trials, beauty,
and joys of life in the culinary capital of the world.

Homemade Ice Cream
What if you want homemade ice cream that tastes
great, but you don't own an ice cream maker? Well,
we have the best solution for you! For the ice cream
recipes in this book, using something in the middle is
perfect: an electric counter-top ice cream maker with
an insulated steel bowl that gets frozen before use, a
mixing arm or blade (also called a dasher) and a
mechanism to turn the freezer bowl. There are
popular models made by Cuisinart and Hamilton
Beach. Kitchen Aid makes ice cream-making
attachments for their stand mixers that work on the
same principles. The ice creams in this dessert
cookbook were all tested using this type of electric ice
cream maker, so you can be sure that they're perfect
for the job Here we have collected 50 homemade ice
cream recipes, and we've tried to make them as
simple as possible using products that can be bought
in your local supermarket. In this cookbook you will
find: - Classic Ice Cream Recipes Butterscotch
Classics, Classic Vanilla-Custard Gelato, California
Cookies-N-Cream Soft Serve Ice Cream - Keto Ice
Cream Recipes Blueberry Buckle Ice Cream, Maple
and Buttered Coconut Ice Cream, Minty Cantaloupe
Pops - Ice Cream Cake Recipes Chocolate Ice Cream
Cake, Ice Cream Strawberry Cake, Raspberry Ice
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Cream Cake Also: Irish Cream Frozen Yogurt, Easy
Party Peach Ice Cream, Avocado Coconut Ice Cream,
Creamy Chocolate Ice Cream, Yummy Berry Sorbets
and many, many others. This ice cream recipe book is
made for people who love unusual and tasty food, but
who don`t like to spend a lot of time cooking. All the
recipes in this homemade ice cream maker recipe
book are as quick and easy as possible! Containing
recipes for all ages and tastes, this cookbook for
summer will satisfy all its audience - especially the
little ones. Even busy parents will have the time to
make these quick and easy recipes; simply mix
everything up and place in the freezer overnight.
That's it! The next day just sit back, relax and have
some frozen homemade dessert after dinner. The
Possibilities are Endless! *You can also buy a full-color
or black and white paper version of this book. Just
click "See all formats" section to choose your version.

My Paris Kitchen
“Ice cream perfection in a word: Jeni’s.” –Washington
Post James Beard Award Winner: Best Baking and
Dessert Book of 2011! At last, addictive flavors, and a
breakthrough method for making creamy, scoopable
ice cream at home, from the proprietor of Jeni’s
Splendid Ice Creams, whose artisanal scooperies in
Ohio are nationally acclaimed. Now, with her debut
cookbook, Jeni Britton Bauer is on a mission to help
foodies create perfect ice creams, yogurts, and
sorbets—ones that are every bit as perfect as hers—in
their own kitchens. Frustrated by icy and crumbly
homemade ice cream, Bauer invested in a $50 ice
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cream maker and proceeded to test and retest
recipes until she devised a formula to make creamy,
sturdy, lickable ice cream at home. Filled with
irresistible color photographs, this delightful cookbook
contains 100 of Jeni’s jaw-droppingly delicious
signature recipes—from her Goat Cheese with
Roasted Cherries to her Queen City Cayenne to her
Bourbon with Toasted Buttered Pecans. Fans of easyto-prepare desserts with star quality will scoop this
book up. How cool is that?

The Messy Baker
Ice Cream Made Easy shows how to make luscious,
creamy concoctions, light-and-airy yogurt mixtures
and dairy-free ice creams, as well as refreshing fruitfilled sorbets, icy granitas and slushy drinks. And if
that's not enough, there's a selection of dreamy
toppings and sauces, plus some inspirational ideas for
quick ice cream desserts. There are ices to suit any
occasion (simple or stylish) at any time of the year
from classic favourites like Vanilla or Chocolate to
modern flavours like Strawberry Pavlova Ripple,
Toasted Apple and Cinnamon, or Chunky Pecan and
Maple. Don't worry if you haven't got an ice cream
machine, as many of the recipes can be made by
hand. Most are so easy to make and so scrumptious
that you may not want to share them - you may want
to indulge all by yourself!

Gelato Messina
ICE CREAM RECIPE BOOK, 100 Best and Delicious Ice
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Cream Recipes Dear reader! Thank you very much for
buying this book of ice cream recipes. There is no one
definition of or recipe for ice cream. However, ice
cream typically contains cream (hence, ice cream).
Ice cream is one of the most favorite desserts for both
children and adults; and the best way to cool off on a
hot summer day! Recipes of this dessert were
cherished and passed throughout generations of
families. While ice cream is served across the
continents, it was not until the invention of
refrigeration that it became famous as a dessert. This
book contains 100 homemade ice cream recipes
which mean, you can now enjoy frozen treats, and
serve your kids too, without being worried about
those scary chemicals in store-bought ice cream. You
are on a great ice cream journey, and you will never
look back to that store-bought stuff! The ingredients
listed in this book are not obligatory, and you can
replace some of them with your favorites not being
afraid of spoiling the dish. Now that you know what
we have to offer to you through this great cookbook,
will you make the best decision of your life? So, get it
today and get ready to have your dessert world
changed and discover the rich, fantastic taste of
homemade ice cream. And don't feel bad when you
eat the whole batchI know you'll want to! Have a lot
of fun this summer! Here Is A Preview Of What You'll
Learn INTRODUCTION ICE CREAM RECIPES CLASSIC
ICE CREAM TREATS LOW CARB & LOW SUGAR ICE
CREAMS POPSICLES SORBETS FROZEN YOGURTS,
GELATOS & GRANITAS VEGAN ICE CREAMS TIPS AND
TRICKS Conclusion Scroll up and click "Buy now with
1-Click" to download your copy now! © 2018 All
Rights Reserved!
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Salt and Straw Ice Cream Cookbook
The 500 fabulous, easy, cool, and glorious
indulgences featured in this book include classic ice
creams, sorbets, and Italian-style gelatos, as well as
show-stopping ice cream cakes and gateaux, kidfriendly frozen goodies, and health- and calorieconscious options.

Beijing Payback
A collection of ice cream, frozen treat and dairy
dessert recipes by San Francisco's popular Bi-Rite
Creamery emphasizes the use of farm-fresh, seasonal
ingredients and includes such flavor options as
Balsamic Strawberry, Honey Lavender and OrangeCardamom. 20,000 first printing.

Incredible Ice Cream Recipes
Salt & Straw is the brainchild of two cousins, Tyler and
Kim Malek, who stumbled into ice cream making. But
that stumbling is what made them great. With barely
an idea of how to make ice cream, they turned to
their friends for advice- chefs, chocolatiers, brewers,
and food experts of all kinds, and what came out is an
ice cream company that sees new flavors and
inspiration everywhere they look. Using a supersimple ice cream base you can make in about the
time it takes you to decide on a scoop in their shop,
here are dozens of their most beloved, innovative,
(and a couple of their most controversial) flavors, like
Sea Salt with Caramel Ribbons, Roasted Strawberry
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and Toasted White Chocolate, Roasted Parsnip and
Banana, Buttered Mashed Potatoes and Gravy, and
Olde People. But more importantly, this book reveals
what they've learned, how to tap your own creativity
and how to invent flavors of your own, based on
whatever you see around you. Because ice cream
isn't just be a thing you eat, it's a way to live.

The Pioneer Woman Cooks
Create fantastic holiday fare with a twist fit for any
celebration with Holiday Slow Cooker. Have more
room for other dishes in or eliminate using your oven
by having a slow cooker take on some of the
elements. Leigh Anne Wilkes created 100 recipes that
are extravagant and gourmet, yet easy to make for
festivities. Make parties and entertaining less stressful
on your oven by leaving your slow cooker in charge.
Create feasts for summer holidays with the BBQ
Brisket and Triple Berry Crisp; in the fall and winter,
there’s Cornbread and Sausage Dressing and Herbed
Turkey Breast. Also included are recipes for
Valentine’s Day Dinner, Chinese New Year, St.
Patrick’s Day, Easter, Cinco de Mayo and even recipes
for appetizers and breakfast. This book features 100
delicious recipes and 60 mouth-watering photos.

The Artisanal Kitchen: Perfect
Homemade Ice Cream
With more than 100 recipes for ice cream flavors and
revolutionary mix-ins from a James Beard-nominated
pastry chef, Hello, My Name is Ice Creamexplains not
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only how to make amazing ice cream, but also the
science behind the recipes so you can understand ice
cream like a pro.Hello, My Name is Ice Creamis a
combination of three books every ice cream lover
needs to make his or her own delicious blends- it is 1)
an approchable, quick-start manual to making your
own ice cream, 2) a guide to help you think about how
flavors work together, and 3) a dive into the science
of ice cream with explanations of how it forms, how
air and sugars affect texture and flavor, and how you
can manipulate all of these factors to create the ice
cream of your dreams. The recipes begin with the
basics--super chocolately chocolate and Tahitian
vanilla--then evolve into more adventurous infusions,
custards, sherbets, and frozen yogurt styles. And then
there are the mix-ins, simple treats elevated by
Cree's pastry chef mind, including chocolate chips
designed to melt on contact once you bite them and
brownie bits that crunch.

Ice Cream Galore
Amy Ettinger is an essayist, journalist, and editor. She
has written for the New York Times, New York
magazine, The Washington Post, Salon, and the
Huffington Post. She lives in Santa Cruz, California,
with her husband and daughter.

Holiday Slow Cooker
Have you ever wanted to make your own ice cream at
home but have been wary of trying? Making ice cream
does seem intimidatingWell, fear the ice cream no
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more! These easy to follow recipes are perfect for the
first time ice cream maker as they are simple yet
tasty. There are also plenty of recipes for professional
ice cream chefs that will amazing you with the
creative flavor combinations. So, no matter what your
skill level, there are recipes in this book just for you!
From regular vanilla bean to matcha green tea ice
cream, you are going to be able to create frozen treat
after frozen treat again and again. Be assured that
your ice cream will be tastier than any store bought
version and also more flavorful. If amazing
homemade ice cream is your goal, then this is the
book for you!

L' Appart
A collection of 60+ flavor-packed recipes for ice
creams and frozen treats rooted in Mexico's rich and
revered ice cream traditions. This new offering from
the incredibly popular baker and sweets maker Fany
Gerson, the powerhouse behind Brooklyn's La
Newyorkina and Dough, showcases the incredibly
diverse flavors of Mexican ice cream while exploring
the cultural aspects of preparing and consuming ice
cream in Mexico. Gerson uses unique ingredients to
create exciting and fresh flavors like Red Prickly Pear
Ice Cream, Oaxacan-style Lime Sorbet, AvocadoChocolate Ice Cream, and Rice-Almond Ice Cream
with Cinnamon. All recipes are created with the home
cook in mind, and written in Fany's knowledgeable
but accessible voice. Mexican Ice Cream features
vibrant location photography and captures the
authentic Mexican heladerias that Gerson has been
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visiting for decades. For anyone looking to up their
summer ice cream game, this is the book.

Van Leeuwen Artisan Ice Cream Book
Since when did every cookie on the plate have to be
just like the next? Or each layer of cake exactly the
same height? Each piecrust an impeccable work of art
and encircled by stunningly perfect pastry leaves? To
the uninitiated, all that fastidious, spotless baking is
intimidating, not to mention exhausting. The Messy
Baker celebrates baking as it happens in the real
world--sweet, messy, fun, not always gorgeous, but a
way to show love. Which doesn't make it any less
delicious; to the contrary, Charmian Christie's flavor
combinations rise far above the ordinary. Why have a
raspberry galette when you can enjoy a raspberryrhubarb galette with drippy, unctuous walnut
frangipane? Or how about a Brie and walnut whiskey
tart? It's all yours without the rigid perfectionism or
complicated instructions of other gourmet cookbooks.
Christie's warm, irreverent voice brings the fun back
into baking at a time when home cooks--pulled from
pillar to post by jobs and errands--need to have fun.
The Messy Baker is a full-service book that not only
guides the reader through simple, delicious recipes
but is also there to help out when things go wrong.
For anyone who gave in frustration when that cake
collapsed or the frosting smeared, Christie's practical
advice is here to rescue even the worst disaster and
inspire the baker to try the next recipe.

Mexican Ice Cream
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A revised and updated edition of the best-selling ice
cream book, featuring a dozen new recipes, a fresh
design, and all-new photography. This comprehensive
collection of homemade ice creams, sorbets, gelatos,
granitas, and accompaniments from New York Times
best-selling cookbook author and blogger David
Lebovitz emphasizes classic and sophisticated flavors
alongside a bountiful helping of personality and
proven technique. David's frozen favorites range from
classic (Chocolate-Peanut Butter) to comforting
(S'mores Ice Cream) and contemporary (LavenderHoney) to cutting-edge (Labneh Ice Cream with
Pistachio-Sesame Brittle). Also appearing is a brand
new selection of frozen cocktails, including a Negroni
Slush and Spritz Sorbet, and an indulgent series of
sauces, toppings, and mix-ins to turn a simple treat
into a perfect scoop of delight.

500 Ice Creams, Sorbets & Gelatos
Many bakers speak of their sourdough starter as if it
has a magical life of its own, so it can be intimidating
to those new to the sourdough world; fortunately with
Artisan Sourdough Made Simple, Emilie Raffa removes
the fear and proves that baking with sourdough is
easy, and can fit into even a working parent’s
schedule! Any new baker is inevitably hit with
question after question. Emilie has the answers. As a
professionally trained chef and avid home baker, she
uses her experience to guide readers through the
science and art of sourdough. With step-by-step
master recipe guides, readers learn how to create and
care for their own starters, plus they get more than
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60 unique recipes to bake a variety of breads that suit
their every need. Sample specialty recipes include
Roasted Garlic and Rosemary Bread, Golden Sesame
Semolina Bread, Blistered Asiago Rolls with Sweet
Apples and Rosemary, No-Knead Tomato Basil
Focaccia, Make-Ahead Stuffed Spinach and Artichoke
Dip Braid and Raspberry Gingersnap Twist. With the
continuing popularity of the whole foods movement,
home cooks are returning to the ancient practice of
bread baking, and sourdough is rising to the forefront.
Through fermentation, sourdough bread is easier on
digestion—often enough for people who are sensitive
to gluten—and healthier. Artisan Sourdough Made
Simple gives everyone the knowledge and confidence
to join the fun, from their first rustic loaf to beyond.
This book has 65 recipes and 65 photos.

Scoop Adventures: The Best Ice Cream of
the 50 States
Welcome to Big Gay Ice Cream’s debut cookbook, a
yearbook of ice cream accomplishments—all the
recipes you need to create delicious frozen treats. •
New to making ice cream at home? Never
fear—freshman year starts off simple with storebought toppings and shopping lists for the home ice
cream parlor. • Sophomore year kicks it up a notch
with tasty sauces and crunchy toppings. • Junior year
puts your new skills to work with shakes, floats, and
sundaes inspired by some of Big Gay Ice Cream’s topselling treats, including, of course, the Salty Pimp. • In
Senior year, get serious with outrageously delicious
sorbets and ice cream recipes. Along the way, you
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can enjoy Bryan and Doug’s stranger-than-fiction
stories, cheeky humor, vibrant photography and
illustrations, and plenty of culinary and celebrity
cameos (including an introduction by Headmaster
Anthony Bourdain). From the Hardcover edition.

Artisan Sourdough Made Simple
Vanilla, strawberry, chocolate, coffee: Everyone has a
favorite flavor of ice cream. As a simple treat on a hot
summer afternoon or an elegant finish to a special
meal, ice cream is a versatile dessert that is
delightfully easy to make at home. Williams-Sonoma
Collection Ice Cream offers more than 40 recipes for
rich ice creams, tangy sorbets, and flavorful granitas.
When delicious combinations of ingredients—fresh
cream, fruit at its peak of ripeness, fine-quality
chocolate—are combined and frozen in an ice-cream
maker, the results are always sublime. From the
crunch of ice creams made with candy, cookies, or
nuts to those as smooth as caramel, there are plenty
of irresistible choices inside these pages. In addition,
an entire chapter devoted to more elaborate ice
cream dishes will inspire you to use your favorite
flavors to make impressive frozen desserts. Tempting,
full-color photographs of each ice cream make it easy
to decide which one to prepare, and photographic
side notes highlight essential ingredients and
techniques, making Ice Cream more than just a fine
collection of recipes. A comprehensive basics section
and a detailed glossary will also provide you with
everything you need to know to make delicious
homemade ice cream your new favorite dessert. From
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a scoop of creamy, old-fashioned ice cream to a dish
of sweet sorbet or a spoonful of rich gelato—iced
desserts are a refreshing way to enjoy an infinite
array of wonderful, sweet flavors. Williams-Sonoma
Collection Ice Cream offers more than 40 easy-tofollow recipes that allow you to make all-time
favorites as well as delicious new flavors. Whether
you crave an irresistibly rich chocolate-hazelnut
gelato, a light and tangy lemon sorbet, or the best
vanilla ice cream you have ever tasted, the recipes
inside will inspire you to serve ice cream for any
occasion. This vividly photographed, full-color recipe
collection promises to become an essential addition to
your kitchen bookshelf. "Once you have sampled the
flavors inside, you will realize that homemade ice
cream is simply the best there is!"

Scoop the Ice Cream Truck
Ice cream as we recognize it today has been in
existence for at least 300 years, though its origins
probably go much further back in time. Though no
one knows who invented ice cream. The first ice
cream making machine was invented by Nancy
Johnson, of Philadelphia, in the 1840s. The Science of
Ice Cream begins with an introductory chapter on the
history of ice cream. Subsequent chapters outline the
physical chemistry underlying its manufacture,
describe the ingredients and industrial production of
ice cream and ice cream products respectively, detail
the wide range of different physical and sensory
techniques used to measure and assess ice cream,
describe its microstructure (i.e. ice crystals, air
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bubbles, fat droplets and sugar solution), and how
this relates to the physical properties and ultimately
the texture that you experience when you eat it.
Finally, some suggestions are provided for
experiments relating to ice cream and ways to make
ice cream at home or in a school laboratory. The
Science of Ice Cream is ideal for undergraduate food
science students as well as for people working in the
ice cream industry. It is also accessible to the general
reader who has studied science to A level and
provides teachers with ideas for using ice cream to
illustrate scientific principles.

Ice Creams & Sorbets
Catering for both adult and children's tastes, Ice
Cream Galore is a collection of over 150 recipes from
the familiar to the exotic. From refreshing and healthy
alfresco snacks to decadent dinner party finales,
including sorbets, gelati, parfaits, sherbets, semifreddos, tartufo and traditional ice creams and ice
cream-based desserts. Classic French, Italian and
American ices are represented as well as those from
Asia and the Middle East. All recipes are suitable for
making with or without an ice-cream making machine.
Detailed information is provided to explain the
difference results as well as the affect different
ingredients have on the texture and taste of ice
cream.

Minimalist Baker's Everyday Cooking
"Ever fantasize about a one-stop ice-cream shop that
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has all your favorite flavors and then some? If so,
Robin Donovan's Homemade Ice Cream Recipe Book
is your dream come true. Time-tested flavors such as
Cookies and Cream, Classic Vanilla, Chocolate Fudge
Brownie, and Red Velvet abound in these easy-tofollow recipes. All recipes are based on one classic
base. From there, the sky's the limit!" --Marcy
Goldman, chef, author of A Passion for Baking, and
host of www.BetterBaking.com There are few things
more enjoyable than the creamy comfort of rich, oldfashioned ice cream. But with the recent boom in
exotic flavors, non-dairy options, and Italian-style
gelatos, sometimes you just want an ice cream recipe
book that helps you make classic, custard-style ice
cream right at home. Recipe developer, bestselling
cookbook author, and lifelong ice cream lover Robin
Donovan grew up craving her favorite frozen treat.
Many sweltering summer afternoons were spent
cranking an old-fashioned ice- and salt-filled ice
cream maker to churn the kind of cold, fresh, velvety
ice cream that childhood memories are made of. In
her first ever ice cream recipe book, Robin offers
everything you need to make your own memories
with deliciously sweet and perfectly smooth ice
cream. The Homemade Ice Cream Recipe Book is your
all-in-one ice cream companion for classic, feel-good
ice cream flavors with natural, wholesome ingredients
using your very own home ice cream maker. Flavors,
Flavors, Flavors! From rocky road to butter pecan,
from mint chip to peach the flavors in this ice cream
recipe book are the most popular all-American
favorites that everyone in your family is sure to love
Churn like a Pro Handy tips and techniques will help
you get the most out of your beloved ice cream
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maker Go Beyond the Cream This ice cream recipe
book includes recipes for making cones, cakes,
cookies, sauces, and more Top It Off Creative ideas
for tasty mix-and-match toppings let you create your
own signature scoop that go hand-in-hand with these
ice cream recipe book favorites Ice cream holds a
special place in everyone's heart. And with The
Homemade Ice Cream Recipe Book it will hold a
special place in your family's kitchen as well.
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